“Rural economies, evolutionary dynamics and new paradigms”

Giorgio Rota Conference 2019
Monday, 06 May • 2.30-4.30 p.m.
Campus Luigi Einaudi • Torino
Lungo Dora Siena 100 A
Sala Lauree Rossa PT

2.30 pm  Welcome  Matteo Migheli, Deputy Director, Dept. of Economics “Cognetti de Martiis”, Giuseppe Russo, Director, Centro Einaudi

2.40 pm  Opening Speech  Donatella Saccone, Assistant Professor, University of Gastronomic Sciences, Bra

3.00 pm  Award Winning Paper Presentation  «Giorgio Rota» Best Paper Award 2019:
Federico Fantechi, PhD Student at GSSI - Gran Sasso Science Institute department of Urban Studies and Regional Science: Spatial dynamics of community disaster resilience in rural areas. Evidences from Central Italy after the 1997 earthquake;

Georgios Manalis, European University Institute, Department of Economics: Land rights and risk-sharing in rural West Africa;

Stefano Menegat, Ph.D. Candidate - Department of Natural Resource Sciences, McGill University (Montreal): Alternative Food Networks: Growing Niches or Paradigm Shift? Exploring the Case of U.S.Farmers’ Markets Through a System Dynamics Approach

4.00 pm  Q&A

4.15 pm  Award Ceremony and Conference Closing  Giuseppe Russo, Director Centro Einaudi
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